**Technology, Machines, Tools, cont.**

* What Are Wheels and Axles? by Helen Frost, Pebble Books, Capstone Press
* What is Technology? by Susan Ring, Newbridge
* Wheels by Susan Canizares & Daniel Moreton, Scholastic (emergent)
* Would You Like to Fly? by Rebel Williams, TWiG®, Wright Group (Red)

**Time**

100 Years Ago by Donna Marriott, Creative Teaching Press*
* Now and Then by Faridah Yusof, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (emergent)
A Busy Week by Jane Simon, Harcourt (Level K)
* Old and New by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (emergent)*
A Day in the Life of a Colonial Soldier by J. L. Branse, Rosen (fluent)*
* Pioneer Families by Thelma Rea, Rosen (early fluency)*
A Look at the Calendar by Sharon Moore, Rosen (upper emergent)*
* Pocahontas by Colleen Adams, Newbridge (early fluency)
About 100 Years Ago by Lisa Trumbauer, Pebble Books, Capstone Press*
* School Today and Long Ago by Mario Lucca, National Geographic Windows on Literacy*
Changes All Around Us by Monica Halpern, National Geographic, Windows on Literacy (fluent plus)*
* Shoes Through Time by Barbara Sole, Wright Group/McGraw-Hill (early fluency)*
Class Calendar by Marvin Buckley, National Geographic Windows on Literacy*
* Technology Today by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*
Colonial Families by Zachary Williams, Rosen (early fluency)*
* The Boston Massacre by Allison Stark Draper, Rosen (fluent)*
Colonial Teachers by Tobi Steward, Rosen (early fluency)*
* The Boston Tea Party by Allison Stark Draper, Rosen (fluent)*
Did You Know? by Sandi Hill, Creative Teaching Press*
* The Colony of New York by Susan Whitehurst, Rosen (fluent)*
Food and Recipes of the Pilgrims by George Erodosh, Rosen (fluent)*
* The Mayflower by Susan Whitehurst, Rosen (fluent)*
Going West by Steff Schumacher, Newbridge (fluent)*
* The Pilgrims Before the Mayflower by Susan Whitehurst, Rosen (fluent)*
In Times Long Ago by Renee Keeler, Creative Teaching Press*
* The Pueblo People by Susan Ring, Newbridge (fluent)*
Its About Time by Judy Nayer, Capstone (Level B)
* Then and Now by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*
Long Ago by Rachel Emmer, Newbridge (emergent)
* Then and Now by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*
My Time Box by Margie Burton, Cathy French & Tammy Jones, Benchmark (early)*
* Then and Now by Samantha Berber, Scholastic Learning Center (emergent) *

* Teacher Favorites
### Time, cont.

- **Things Have Changed** by Jordan Brown, Newbridge (early)*
- **Time Lines: 1900-2000** by Liam Collins, National Geographic (fluent plus)*
- **Transportation Over the Years** by Brenda Parks, Newbridge (early)*
- **We Remember Our Past** by Teri Tilwick, Newbridge (early)*
- **What Do Historians Do?** by Brenda Parkes, Newbridge (early)*
- **What Is a Cycle?** by Lisa Trumbauer, Newbridge (early)*
- **What People Wore in Early America** by Allison Stark Draper, Rosen (fluent)*

### Water

- **About the Ocean** by Sindy McKay, Treasure Bay (fluent)
- **Amazing Water** by Melvin Berger, Newbridge*
- **An Apple Floats** by Christin Wilsdon, Outside the Box (emergent)
- **Bubbles Everywhere** by Gloria Bancroft, Wright Group (Red)
- **By the Ocean** by Abigail Richter, Rosen (emergent)*
- **Dangerous Droughts** by Al Richter, Rosen (early fluency)*
- **Earth’s Land and Water** by Bonnie Beers, Pebble Books, Capstone Press*
- **Everyone Needs Water** by Brenda Parkes, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)*
- **Faucets and Water** by Phillip Dobson, Wright Group (Level 3)
- **Getting Rid of Waste Water** by Fred & Jeanne Biddulph, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (Level 3)
- **How Faucets Work** by Philip Dobson, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group (Level 3)
- **I Can Breathe Underwater** by Pat Malone, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (emergent)
- **Is It Floating?** by Fred & Jeanne Biddulph, SUNSHINE™, Wright Group

- **Keeping Water Clean** by Helen Frost, Pebble Books, Capstone Press*
- **Life in the Desert** by Kerri O’Donnell, Rosen (early fluency)*
- **Living Things Need Water** by Sharon Street, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (emergent)*
- **Ocean Facts** by Joan Chapman, Rosen (early emergent)*
- **Ocean Tides** by Al Richter, Rosen (early fluency)*
- **Ocean Waves** by Gloria Bancroft, TWiG®, Wright Group (emergent)
- **People Build Dams** by Trent Johnson, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (emergent)*
- **Real Facts About Rivers** by Christin Figorito, Rosen (upper emergent)*
- **Sink or Float** by Leslie Fox, Harcourt (Level 1)
- **Some Things Float** by Lesley Pether, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (emergent)*
- **The River Road** by Meish Goldish, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)*
- **The River’s Journey** by Kat McGough, National Geographic Windows On Literacy (fluent)
- **The Water Cycle** by Helen Frost, Pebble Books, Capstone Press*

* Teacher Favorites